Abstract. We show that the knot quandle of the 3-, 4-, or 5-twist-spun trefoil is isomorphic to a quandle related to the 16-, 24-, or 600-cell respectively. We further show that the cardinality of the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil is finite if and only if 1 ≤ m ≤ 5. This phenomenon is attributable to the fact that the regular tessellation {3, m}, in the sense of the Schläfli symbol, consists of infinite triangles if m is greater than or equal to 6.
Introduction
A quandle is an algebraic system, which has high compatibility with knot theory. Associated with a knot, which is not necessary to be classical, we have its knot quandle in a similar manner to the knot group. It is known, by Joyce [6] and Matveev [8] , that every classical knots are completely distinguished by their knot quandles up to equivalence. Further we are able to obtain various invariants, e.g., quandle cocycle invariants [1] , from knot quandles.
For each positive integer m, we have a typical 2-knot called the m-twist-spun trefoil. Here, a 2-knot means the image of a smooth embedding of the oriented 2-sphere S 2 into R 4 . The aim of this paper is to investigate the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil. Since the 1-twist-spun trefoil is equivalent to the trivial 2-knot, it is obvious that the knot quandle of the 1-twist-spun trefoil is isomorphic to the trivial quandle of order 1. Rourke and Sanderson [9] pointed out that the knot quandle of the 2-twist-spun trefoil is isomorphic to the dihedral quandle of order 3. On the other hand, as far as the author is aware, no one knows about the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil so far, if m is greater than or equal to 3.
Recently the author [5] showed that the cardinality of the knot quandle of the 3-, 4-, or 5-twist-spun trefoil is equal to 8, 24, or 120 respectively. We note that these numbers are equal to the numbers of vertices of the 16-, 24-, and 600-cell respectively. This is more than coincidence. In this paper, we show that the knot quandle of the 3-, 4-, or 5-twist-spun trefoil is isomorphic to a quandle derived from rotational symmetries of the 16-, 24-, or 600-cell respectively (Theorem 5.1).
Behavior of the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil changes drastically whether m is less than 6 or not. We show that the cardinality of the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil is infinite if m is greater than or equal to 6, while it is finite if 1 ≤ m ≤ 5 (Theorem 5.2). This phenomenon is attributable to the fact that the regular tessellation {3, m}, in the sense of the Schläfli symbol, consists of infinite triangles if m is greater than or equal to 6.
Quandle
In this section, we review some notions about quandles briefly and introduce several concrete quandles. We refer the reader to [2, 6, 7] for more details.
A quandle is a non-empty set X equipped with a binary operation * : X ×X → X satisfying the following three axioms:
The notions of homomorphism, epimorphism and isomorphism are appropriately defined for quandles.
Suppose (X, * ) is a quandle. For each integer n, we have the binary operation * n : X × X → X sending (x, y) to ( * y)
n (x). It is routine to check that this binary operation * n also satisfies the axioms of a quandle. A subset S of X is said to generate X if any element of X is obtained from elements of S by taking operations * and * −1 iteratively. We will refer to the following quandles in subsequent sections.
Example 2.1 (trivial quandle). Let X be a finite set and * the binary operation on X given by x * y = x. Then it is easy to see that * satisfies the axioms of a quandle. We refer to the quandle (X, * ) as the trivial quandle of order |X|. Here, |X| denotes the cardinality of X as usual.
Example 2.2 (mosaic quandle). Suppose n is an integer greater than or equal to 2. Let B be the unit sphere in R 3 if 2 ≤ n ≤ 5, the Euclidean plane if n = 6, otherwise the hyperbolic plane. Consider a tessellation of B by congruent regular triangles whose interior angles are 2π/n. We note that this tessellation is known to be the regular tessellation {3, n} in the sense of the Schläfli symbol. Figure 1 depicts such tessellations for the case that n is equal to 3, 6, or 8. Associated with the tessellation, let us consider the set
v : a vertex of the tessellation, r v : B → B the rotation about v by 2π/n , where, if 2 ≤ n ≤ 5, a rotation about v means a rotation about the line in which v and the origin of R 3 lie. We note that each r v is not only an isometry of B but the one of the tessellation. Further these isometries are conjugate to each other. Let us define the binary operation * on X by
Then it is routine to check that * satisfies the axioms of a quandle. We refer to the quandle (X, * ) as the mosaic quandle of type {3, n}, in this paper. The mosaic quandle of type {3, 2}, {3, 3}, {3, 4}, or {3, 5} is known to be the dihedral quandle of order 3, the tetrahedral quandle, the octahedral quandle, or the icosahedral quandle respectively. We note that cardinalities of these mosaic quandles are equal to 3, 4, 6, and 12 respectively. On the other hand, the cardinality of the mosaic quandle of type {3, n} is infinite if n is greater than or equal to 6. Here, e i ∈ R 4 denotes the column vector whose j-th entry is δ ij as usual. We note that the convex hull of V is known as the 16-cell. Associated with v ∈ V , we define the 4 × 4 matrix R v as follows:
We note that each linear transformation r v : R 4 → R 4 sending x to R v x is an isometry of the 16-cell, a (2π/3)-rotation about a plain in which v and the origin of R 4 lie, and these isometries are conjugate to each other. Let us consider the set
and define its binary operation * in the same manner as the mosaic quandle:
Then the binary operation * also satisfies the axioms of a quandle. We refer to the quandle (X, * ) as the 16-cell quandle, in this paper. We note that the cardinality of the 16-cell quandle is obviously equal to 8.
Example 2.4 (24-cell quandle). Let us consider the set
consisting of 24 points in R 4 . We note that the convex hull of V is known as the 24-cell. Associated with v ∈ V , we define the 4 × 4 matrix R v as follows:
We note that each linear transformation r v : R 4 → R 4 sending x to R v x is an isometry of the 24-cell, a (π/2)-rotation about a plain in which v and the origin of R 4 lie, and these isometries are conjugate to each other. Let us consider the set
. Then the binary operation * also satisfies the axioms of a quandle. We refer to the quandle (X, * ) as the 24-cell quandle, in this paper. We note that the cardinality of the 24-cell quandle is obviously equal to 24.
Example 2.5 (600-cell quandle). Let us consider the set
consisting of 120 points in R 4 . Here, φ denotes the golden ratio 1 + √ 5 /2 and A 4 the alternating group on {1, 2, 3, 4}. We note that the convex hull of V is known as the 600-cell. Associated with v ∈ V , we define the 4 × 4 matrix R v as follows:
We note that each linear transformation r v : R 4 → R 4 sending x to R v x is an isometry of the 600-cell, a (2π/5)-rotation about a plain in which v and the origin of R 4 lie, and these isometries are conjugate to each other. Let us consider the set
. Then the binary operation * also satisfies the axioms of a quandle. We refer to the quandle (X, * ) as the 600-cell quandle, in this paper. We note that the cardinality of the 600-cell quandle is obviously equal to 120. Remark 2.6. Mosaic quandles are able to be defined, in the same manner, for every regular tessellations {p, q, r, . . . }. The 16-, 24-, and 600-cell quandles are nothing less than mosaic quandles of type {3, 3, 4}, {3, 4, 3}, and {3, 3, 5} respectively. Remark 2.7. The 16-and 24-cell quandles are referred as SmallQuandle(8, 1) and SmallQuandle(24, 2) in the GAP package Rig [11] respectively.
Presentation of a quandle
As well as groups, we have a presentation of a quandle. We will define the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil by giving its presentation. Thus, in this section, we review the definition of a presentation of a quandle briefly. We further do some facts on presentations. We refer the reader to [7] for more details.
Suppose S is a non-empty set. Let F Q(S) be the subset of the free group F (S) on S consisting of the elements of the form g −1 ag with some a ∈ S and g ∈ F (S). In other words, F Q(S) is the union of conjugacy classes of F (S) containing the elements of S. We will denote the conjugation g −1 ag by a g in the remaining. It is routine to check that the binary operation * on F Q(S) given by
satisfies the axioms of a quandle. We call the quandle (F Q(S), * ) the free quandle on S. For a given subset R of F Q(S) × F Q(S), we consider to enlarge R by repeating the following moves:
(a) For each x ∈ F Q(S), add (x, x) in R (b) If (x, y) is an element of R, then add (y, x) in R (c) If (x, y) and (y, z) are elements of R, then add (x, z) in R (d) If (x, y) is an element of R, then add (x * z, y * z) in R for each z ∈ F Q(S) (e) If (x, y) is an element of R, then add (z * x, z * y) in R for each z ∈ F Q(S) A consequence of R is an element of an expanded R by a finite sequence of the above moves. Let x ∼ y denote that (x, y) is a consequence of R. Then it is obvious, by definition, that ∼ is an equivalence relation on F Q(S). Further it is routine to check that the binary operation * on F Q(S) is passed to the quotient F Q(S)/∼ and still satisfies the axioms of a quandle.
A quandle (X, * X ) is said to have a presentation S |R if (X, * X ) is isomorphic to the quandle (F Q(S)/∼, * ). We refer to an element of S or R as a generator or relation of S |R respectively. We will write a relation (x, y) ∈ R as x = y in the remaining. We further abbreviate a presentation {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } | {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m } to s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n | r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m .
For each quandle (X, * X ), a map f : S → X induces a quandle homomorphism f ♯ : F Q(S) → X in a natural way. Further f induces an well-defined quandle homomorphism f * : F Q(S)/∼ → X if and only if the equation f ♯ (x) = f ♯ (y) holds for each relation x = y in R. We note that f * is surjective if and only if the image of f generates X.
Fenn and Rourke [4] essentially showed the following theorem which is similar to the Tietze's theorem for group presentations. 
Twist-spin construction of a 2-knot and the knot quandle
The twist-spin construction, introduced by Zeeman [12] , is a typical method to obtain a 2-knot. The m-twit-spun trefoil will be defined through this construction. Thus, in this section, we review the twist-spin construction briefly. We further do the definition of the knot quandle of a 2-knot which is obtained through the construction. We refer the reader to [2, 7, 10] for more details.
Let k be an oriented knotted arc which is properly embedded into the upper half space R 3 + = {(x, y, z) ∈ R 3 | z ≥ 0}. Choose and fix a 3-ball B in the interior of R 3 + so that B wholly contains the knotted part of k. We assume that k intersects with ∂B only at the north and south poles of B. The left-hand side of Figure 2 illustrates the situation. Suppose m is a positive integer. Spin R + along the axis of B connecting between the north and south poles. Then the locus of k yields a 2-knot. We refer to this 2-knot as the m-twist-spin of k.
Associated with the m-twist-spin of k, we have its knot quandle as follows.
is the orthogonal projection mapping (x, y, z) to (x, z). Deforming k slightly if necessary, we may assume that each singularity of the plain curve π(k) is a transversal double point. The diagram of Figure 3 , we consider the relation x * y = z. We let R 1 be the set consisting of these relations. Suppose s and t are the arcs of d which contain the image of the start and end points of k respectively. For each arc u of d other than s or t, we consider the relation u * m s = u. We let R 2 be the set consisting of these relations. The knot quandle of the m-twist-spin of k is the quandle which has the presentation S |R 1 ∪ R 2 . For example, the knot quandle of the m-twist-spin of the knotted arc depicted in the left-hand side of Figure 2 has the following presentation: Remark 4.1. Originally, the knot quandle of a 2-knot is defined in a different way from the above (see [2, 7] for example). However it is known, by Satoh [10] , that the above one is isomorphic to the original one.
The knot quandle of the twist-spun trefoil
The m-twist-spun trefoil is defined to be the m-twist-spin of the oriented knotted arc depicted in the left-hand side of Figure 4 , for each positive integer m. Since the knotted arc has the diagram depicted in the right-hand side of Figure 4 , the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil has the following presentation:
Here, equality means being related to each other by Tietze moves. In this section, we investigate the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil. As mentioned in Section 1, the knot quandle of the 1-or 2-twist-spun trefoil is respectively isomorphic to the trivial quandle of order 1 or the dihedral quandle of order 3. We are able to check the fact straightforwardly applying Tietze moves on presentations of the knot quandles. Further, utilizing presentations, we have the following theorem. Proof. Choose adjacent vertices v and w of the 16-, 24-, or 600-cell P as follows:
if P is the 16-cell, v = e 1 + e 2 , w = e 2 + e 4 if P is the 24-cell,
if P is the 600-cell.
Then it is routine to check that the set {(v, r v ), (w, r w )} generates the 16-, 24-, or 600-cell quandle respectively. Further (v, r v ) and (w, r w ) satisfy the following equations:
(w, r w ) * 5 (v, r v ) = (w, r w ) if P is a 600-cell.
We thus have the epimorphism ϕ from the knot quandle of the 3-, 4-, or 5-twist-spun trefoil to the 16-, 24-, or 600-cell quandle, respectively, sending a to (v, r v ) and c to (w, r w ). On the other hand, the author [5] showed that the cardinality of the knot quandle of the 3-, 4-, or 5-twist-spun trefoil is equal to 8, 24, or 120 respectively. Since these numbers coincide with cardinalities of the 16-, 24-, and 600-cell quandles respectively, ϕ is not only an epimorphism but an isomorphism.
A similar argument to the above works for the other mosaic quandles. Let (X, * ) be the mosaic quandle of type {3, m}, and v and w adjacent vertices of the regular tessellation {3, m} related to X. Then it is routine to check that the set {(v, r v ), (w, r w )} generates X. Further (v, r v ) and (w, r w ) satisfy the following equations:
We thus have the epimorphism from the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil to (X, * ) sending a to (v, r v ) and c to (w, r w ). Since the cardinality of X is infinite if m is greater than or equal to 6, we immediately have the following theorem. 
Discussion
We wrap up our study with the following discussion. Suppose X is a subset of a group which is closed under conjugation by the elements of X.
1 Then X is a quandle with the binary operation * given by x * y = yxy −1 . We refer to this quandle (X, * ) as the conjugation quandle on X.
Associated with the 16-, 24-, and 600-cell quandles, let us consider the following sets consisting of the isometries related to the quandles respectively:
X 16 = {r e 1 , r e 2 , r e 3 , r e 4 }, X 24 = {r e 1 +e2 , r e 3 +e4 , r e 1 +e3 , r e 1 −e3 , r e 1 +e4 , r e 2 +e3 }, X 600 =    r e1 , r e4 , r e3 , r e2 , r 1 2 (e1+e2−e3+e4) , r 1 2 (e1−e2−e3−e4) , r 1 2 (e1−e2+e3−e4) , r 1 2 (e1−e2−e3+e4) , r 1 2 (e1+e2−e3−e4) , r 1 2 (e1+e2+e3+e4) , r 1 2 (e1−e2+e3+e4) , r 1
We note that these sets are closed under conjugation by their elements. Further it is routine to check that the conjugation quandles of X 16 , X 24 and X 600 are isomorphic to the tetrahedral quandle, the octahedral quandle, and the icosahedral quandle respectively.
Clark et al. [3] showed that the 16-and 24-cell quandles are 'abelian' extensions of the tetrahedral quandle and the octahedral quandle respectively. It seems that the relationship between the 16-or 24-cell quandle and the conjugation quandle of X 16 or X 24 leads the fact. Thus the author expects that the 600-cell quandle is an 'abelian' extension of the icosahedral quandle. Clark et al. [3] further showed that the icosahedral quandle has an 'abelian' extension whose cardinality is equal to 120. It give us an evidence for the claim.
Recall that the tetrahedral quandle, the octahedral quandle, and the icosahedral quandle are the mosaic quandles of type {3, 3}, {3, 4}, and {3, 5} respectively. Further, in light of Theorem 5.1, the 16-, 24-, or 600-cell quandle is isomorphic to the knot quandle of the 3-, 4-, or 5-twist-spun trefoil respectively. The author thus wonders that the knot quandle of the m-twist-spun trefoil is an 'abelian' extension of the mosaic quandle of type {3, m} for each m ≥ 3.
